
‘What’s history in Nuneaton?’ 
Young people’s reflections on the
town’s past, present, and future

In July 2012 six young people from the Art Alert group in Nuneaton took part in
a workshop series exploring community history and memory of the town’s
industrial heritage. Eva Newtown, Rosie Hogan, Joseph Lole, Joseph Hincks,
Martha Lole and George Lole looked at its transmission across generations
and its impact on the young people’s perspective on a contemporary life in
the small deindustrialised town. The workshop was organised as part of the
collaboration between Warwick University and the Herbert Art Gallery and
Museum and co-funded by the University of Warwick and the MYPLACE project.

The workshop participants reflected upon the significance of the past and the
town’s history using the medium of photography. The main theme of these
photographic works is continuities and changes as they manifested in the
town’s landscape: The towns’ landmarks are metaphors for the historical
changes in the social fabric of the town which might be experienced as
emergent cultural diversity but also as racism and xenophobia. The town’s
historical and cultural heritage is appreciated but the authors are also
concerned with fading memories and disinterest in Nuneaton’s history on the
part of the younger generation. Young people reflect on the absences of
some places significant for the town’s cultural landscape in the past, such as,
the Old Co-op Hall or cinema theatres in the town’s centre. Importantly these
places continue to be remembered and their social meaning is passed to
younger generation through family memories, rumours, and urban myths.
Some of the works express the nostalgia for the lost sense of community in the
historically working-class town making reference to urban decay, poverty,
growing tensions and street violence as unintended consequences of de-
industrialisation.  

Taking photographs, editing them, or searching for the images of historical
Nuneaton on the Internet young people engaged with the emplaced
memories of the town’s past. Their photographic works themselves became an
embodiment of these memories. The work on photographs for the exhibition
required from particip  ants emotional involvement with the subject of local
history, but also resulted their affective responses to the present conditions
portrayed in some of the images. Therefore the exhibition opens a window to
young people’s experiences, at the same time, inviting an audience to reflect
on their own memories of the past as an aspect of the present. 

Anton Popov, University of Warwick
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Eve Newton

Albion Buildings
Old Tennis Ball Factory
“It shows how something could have been so thriving in its early
days, yet now it looks derelict and you wouldn’t really know if
anything was in there because there are like, old flags hanging
in the window and you can’t really tell that it’s actually
occupied by businesses. It’s just strange to see the changes.”

Tunnel at the end of the street
“Everyone used to play in that tunnel and they used to play
around on the streets and it sort of feels more like a
community, but not one that you’d really like to be involved in.”
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Joe Hincks

Old and New Town
Centre
“I’m not really sure because
everyone feels like the good
old days were better and
nostalgia, because I’m sure if
you back to the 1930s then
people in the 1930s would 
look back to say the 1880s or
something and think that 
those were the golden days 
of life and people in the 
1880s would look back. So
people looking back and
thinking, those were the best
times. Maybe that’s not so
true.”

The oldest painted
sign shop in the town
“It shows maybe new cultures
arriving… It retains some of the
town’s history and you can look
back at what it used to be and
it’s just right next to the modern
shops that are still there today.
You can see what changes
there were and how things
have changed since then.”
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Martha Lole

The old Cooperative 
Social Club
“It just shows how society has
adapted over time to suit the
situation, so as more shops
have turned about they’ve
built shops underneath what
originally was a social club or
a social place for people to
gather… So it’s giving people
more job opportunities and
more places to stay, more
places to shop, different
options for them to do.””
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Joe Lole

A ‘Postcard’ with a
Co-Operative
building 
“No one is really interested in
the architecture or anything of
buildings anymore, so they just
want to go into town, get what
they want from town and then
go back about their business.
They don’t have the time to
stop and just look.”
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The Co-Op Hall
“I remember telling one of my friends that I was on this course
and he was just saying, ‘What history in Nuneaton?’ you know.
It’s as though there’s nothing to it.  It’s just a town, so they were
all quite surprised when I told them about the Co-op Hall and
the mining and everything, so yes.  I don’t think they know
anything.”



Rosie Horgan 

The Pig and Whistle Pub
“St. George’s flags to me represent hooliganism.  They
represent racism.  They don’t represent the freedom and pride
of the nation that they’re probably supposed to. If I saw a pub
with like St. George’s flags outside of it and it wasn’t the World
Cup, I wouldn’t go in and I know that’s bad, but the St.
George’s flag to me isn’t a positive sign.”

A new shopping centre
“Nuneaton was quite a communal town, which I don’t really
think it is anymore. I know there used to be a lot more I guess
family run businesses, which there isn’t hardly any anymore. It
just seems like a poor town and a deprived town to me. I do
see it as quite a grey town… I love Nuneaton, it’s my home
town. I’ve had a really experience of Nuneaton, but I think it’s
just growing up and going to other places.”
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